A People Skill: Listening

Listening

1. Look.

2. Stay still.

3. Think.

Your teacher will show you the skill. What should you do?

Watch

Listen
Helpful Feedback

Which ones are helpful feedback?

1. I didn’t like it.
   
   [Smile icon] [Sad icon]

2. Good job!
   
   [Sad icon] [Sad icon]

   
   [Smile icon] [Sad icon]

4. He forgot to sit still.
   
   [Sad icon] [Sad icon]

5. Um.
   
   [Sad icon] [Sad icon]

6. When is recess?
   
   [Sad icon] [Sad icon]
Times When It’s Hard

Draw a picture of a time when listening is hard for you.
Help LeRoy Learn a Skill